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AUTISM CENTRE
IS A FIRST
LONELINESS OF
LOCKDOWN
GABRIELLE
HAS TO WAIT

Personally speaking
Throughout the entire IHC Group COVID-19 has tested
us and changed the way we work. I have always had
pride in our extraordinary workforce and the commitment
to the people we support, but even with that high level
of confidence over the last few months our staff have
exceeded expectations.
No one could be in any doubt that what we do is essential. In our disability services we
support people with some of the most complex disability support needs. We support people
to have good lives and to take advantage of opportunities and experiences. In our social
housing portfolio, more than half of respondents surveyed said at least one tenant had a
disability. We also have older persons portfolios and many tenants with significant mental
health, addiction, social and poverty support needs.
Our residential services in IDEA Services and our housing services in Accessible Properties
were quickly deemed essential services by the Government. We ensured staff were
allocated to specific homes, kept the bubbles as small as possible, closed our vocational
day bases and began doing tenancy inspections remotely. Almost overnight all our office
functions changed as staff went home to work and we reviewed how to support our essential
workers to do things differently.
Throughout the country we battled and negotiated with supermarkets, we changed the way
we paid for what people needed and we provided our essential workers with ID cards just
to be able to get from A to B. But more than that – in our services there has been a hive
of activity. We have received literally hundreds of photos of baking, crafts, at-home yoga
and dance studios, people going for walks and bike rides and many, many parties. Our
Accessible Properties team, who knows how much pressure their tenants are under at the
best of times, have been delivering food parcels and providing advice on how to connect
with support services and access financial assistance.
We know that when times are tough, they’re toughest on the most vulnerable. We launched
an emergency appeal and within a week had partnered to launch two key initiatives:
• Awhi-at-home provides resources, tools and opportunities to connect for families at
home with young children with intellectual disabilities. facebook.com/awhiathome
• Wecare.kiwi provides a connection service where people feeling isolated can have
regular chats to a volunteer, who will link them to other support if required.
The IHC Group is a large and complex organisation. It’s often said that the larger the
organisation the more difficult it is to be nimble and agile. We’ve proven that’s not
necessarily so. Our size has never stopped us from knowing what we do best – responding
to the needs of individuals. As I write this, it’s far too early to talk about success in beating
COVID-19, but we can say that we are using all our collective and individual strength to make
a difference in the lives of the people we support in our services and housing, other people
with intellectual disabilities, our staff and families.
Ralph Jones
IHC Group Chief Executive
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Tony Shaw comes
back to the future
Newly elected IHC Board Chair Tony Shaw returned to the boardroom
last year after a break of nearly 15 years. He finds the organisation
vastly different these days.
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Tony, a Timaru lawyer, was IHC
President for three years from 2002
to 2005, and before that he served
for many years at local and national
levels. He was reappointed to the
Board in September and says he was
initially reluctant.
“When I agreed to come back on the
Board, I was somewhat reticent about
it because I thought it could be seen
by some that IHC was recycling some
of the old men again,” he says.
But he says the complexity of IHC in
2020 offers fresh challenges. “The
organisation is a far different beast to
when I was President. It is much larger
and more complex.”
Tony says part of that greater
complexity lies in the advent of
Accessible Properties – the social
and disability housing arm of the IHC
Group, which is now a significant
property-owning company.
Tony also became Chair just as
COVID-19 was hitting New Zealand.
He has praised staff throughout
the IHC Group for their innovation
and commitment to minimising the
risk of COVID-19 to themselves,
their colleagues and the people we
support.

He acknowledges COVID-19 will
challenge us long into the future and
says it came just at a time when he was
already concerned about funding levels
for disability services. “The challenge is
to convince the Government of the day
to provide proper funding – even with
the pressures of COVID-19.”
His goal is to ensure the financial
stability of the organisation in a climate
that is seeing other disability providers
struggling. “IHC began the year in
a strong financial position. We have
always had a strong balance sheet. I
think IHC is as well placed as anybody
to weather the storm, but it will be
challenging.”
Equally important is for IHC to get its
service provision right – “to align the
services we provide with what people
want. There’s a lot to do, but that is
exciting”.
Tony was an IHC Board Member from
1998 to 2005 and became an IHC New
Zealand Life Member in 2005 after he
stepped down as President. He was
elected IHC Board Chair in March,
replacing Neil Taylor. Neil served as
Chair from 2017 to 2019 and IHC is
still fortunate to be able to draw on his
experience of more than 40 years with
the organisation.
Continues on page 9
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CHECK US
OUT ON
FACEBOOK
KEEP UP WITH WHAT IHC
IS DOING – FOLLOW OUR
CAMPAIGNS AND BE THE FIRST
TO READ OUR STORIES AND SEE
OUR VIDEOS.
WE’LL KEEP YOU POSTED WITH
NEWS AND VIEWS ACROSS THE
IHC GROUP AND THE DISABILITY
SECTOR.
WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.
SO JOIN THE CONVERSATION.
FACEBOOK.COM/IHCNEWZEALAND

COVER IMAGE:
Diaz Herapath tries out what is
proving to be one of the popular
chairs in the new Autism Resource
Centre in Petone. See story page 6.
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IHC breaks through the lon
Within days of the COVID-19
Level 4 lockdown, IHC had
swung into action to break
through the loneliness and
hardship of self-isolation
for people with intellectual
disabilities.
After first locking down our homes
to ensure that the 3000 people we
support were safe, IHC turned to help
families struggling to provide care
24/7 for young disabled children and
to reach intellectually disabled people
living in isolation in the community.
IHC General Manager Janine Stewart
says IHC mobilised its nationwide
volunteer network and worked with
partners in the disability sector to
connect with people online and on the
phone.
Awhi-at-home
Awhi-at-home, a Facebook page
where parents of disabled children
can connect, went live within a week
allowing families to share information
and experiences with other parents
and to access online sessions with
play therapists, music therapists and
behavioural therapists.
Awhi means embrace and during the
four-plus weeks of Level 4 lockdown
many parents responded to the
embrace. Posts on Awhi-at-home
reached 54,400 people and 7500
people engaged with the posts. There
were nearly 29,000 video views.
Awhi-at-home is a community
of parents coordinated by IHC
and involves a wide range of
organisations, including Parent to
Parent, Explore Behaviour Support,
the Ministry of Education, Parent
Resource Centre, the Down Syndrome
Association and Skylight.
Janine says it has been clear from the
late-night posts coming in between
11pm and 1am, that parents were able
to reach out only once their children
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had gone to bed. She says parents
need to connect beyond the hours of
9am and 5pm and they were helping
each other to find solutions that
worked for them.
One of the Awhi team, Phil Clarke,
Head of Library and Information
Resourcing for IHC, says with no
access to physical library resources,
Facebook was the obvious platform
for Awhi-at-home. “It’s a place where
parents can ask for help and we can
ask them what they need.”
Phil says an early breakthrough came
when parents asked if they could
take a child for a drive to settle them.
IHC Director of Advocacy Trish Grant
contacted Police and got the green
light as long as parents stayed in
their neighbourhoods. “That got huge
engagement,” he says.
Video interviews with parents and
therapists by Christchurch film
director and writer Fiona McKenzie
– locked down with her disabled
daughter Claudia and family – have
been a hit with parents. “She is a

parent who is living it – she can
engage with parents,” Phil says. As
well, Fiona collaborated with musician
Marian Burns on a music video of
Marian’s song Because of You with
contributed footage from the
Awhi-at-home group
(facebook.com/awhiathome).
Phil says the team is being guided
by the parents. “We asked: ‘What
are your crazy ideas about respite?
If you do could do anything as we
go through the levels, what would it
be?’ That is the sort of thing that we
could collate and pass on to other
organisations that might be able to
supply the respite and provide some
of the solutions.”
Wecare.kiwi
Two days after New Zealand moved
into Level 4 lockdown IHC and Carers
NZ launched Wecare.kiwi – a free
support network for people living on
their own, or caring for a vulnerable
person. Carers NZ triaged the
requests for help and then referred
family carers or the person with a

loneliness of lockdown
Awhi-at-home parents are
'honest, real'
TV school is on in the background,
but during the Level 4 lockdown
Kāpiti kids Sophia and Ryan Corlett
would rather do a bit of self-directed
learning. Sophia, 11, has autism.
“On Awhi-at-home I enjoyed seeing
real parents, who were honest about
the challenges of rāhui/lockdown,”
says Mum Rebekah Corlett.
“Social media is jam-packed with
‘insta-perfect’ mums in their tidy
houses, bragging about baking and
clever craft projects with their kids
and their home schooling ‘wins’
which I couldn’t relate to. The
parents on Awhi-at-home were
honest and real. It feels good to be
able to nod your head in agreement,
in solidarity with other parents and
feel less isolated.”

disability to IHC. In the next four
weeks IHC volunteers fielded more
than 300 calls from people, arranged
for pick-ups of prescriptions and
groceries and connected people with
other services they needed, while
Carers NZ sent out more than 180
care packs.

One volunteer
was able to help a
Whangārei woman
living with two young
grandchildren who
couldn’t get out to
shop. The volunteer
arranged for the local
Driving Miss Daisy
franchise to do her
weekly shopping,
free of charge.

IHC National Manager of
Volunteering and Community
Development Sue Kobar says calls
have now moved from people
seeking food or service delivery to
providing reassurance. “There are
many concerns arising about what
their future will be like. Anxiety is
very high within families and being a
listening ear has been very helpful to
many of the parents,” she says.
Helpline
Without access to the internet
or smartphones many people
with intellectual disabilities have
been effectively cut off from their
communities. People have reported
not being able to get food, confusion
about how to pay bills, needing Easy
Read information about the virus, and
feeling lonely.
People First New Zealand, IHC and the
Personal Advocacy and Safeguarding
Adults Trust collaborated on a helpline
– 0800 20 60 70. People First NZ
staff responded to calls, and the three
organisations worked together to
make sure everyone got the help they
needed.

Thank you for the
awesome gift card for
groceries. I did a shop
before Easter and
got the kids some
marshmallow eggs
as a treat. I even got
myself a big block of
Caramello, which I
hid from everyone.
Me and my husband
have two squares
each with a cuppa
when watching TV
when the kids have
gone to bed – making
it last all week. Our
little treat. Heaven.

Take a break with us
The IHC Take a break with us respite
programme has provided gift cards to
some families to help with shopping
– and a few Easter treats.
Awhi Community
People with intellectual disabilities
on lockdown in our houses are
not missing out on the online
‘embrace’ with Awhi Community.
IHC Associations throughout the
country have contributed $300,000
towards making sure people can stay
connected with friends and families.
Families have been anxious about
not being able to see their family
member.
These funds and other grants will
help us to get additional devices
into our homes to ensure families
can connect. A grant already

received for the Otago area, will
allow us to start there.
Survey
IHC has been working with the
Office for Disability Issues and other
organisations on a weekly survey
to help understand the impact of
COVID-19 on people with disabilities.
The results are reported back to the
Government.
Emergency appeal
Much of the funding for all the
innovation has come from generous
donors, and IHC has set up an
emergency fund at
ihc.org.nz/emergency for more
kind Kiwis to show their care and
support for the intellectually disabled
community.
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Open day – (from left) Wolfgang, Eden, Nani and Destiny Fruean join the crowds at the Autism Resource Centre.

Autism Resource Centre is the first in Australasia
An old Petone electrical
supplies warehouse has been
turned into Australasia’s first
autism resource centre, offering
families support and services
all in one place. Five hundred
people packed its opening
day at the end of February –
evidence of how many families
were keen to see it open.
Autism New Zealand’s Autism
Resource Centre – an initiative
supported by the IHC Foundation – is
a calm space in the middle of Petone’s
light industrial zone, handy to free
parking, 15 minutes from Wellington
city and with easy access by bus and
train from the Hutt Valley, Porirua and
the Kāpiti Coast.
The autism-friendly blue and green
colour-coded spaces guide adults
one way and children another way
through the meeting spaces and play
spaces. Rooms have lights that can be
dimmed, walls and floors that absorb
sound, and spaces designed to make
people feel safe.
The multi-million-dollar project, paid
for by fundraising, has been five
years in the making. Autism
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New Zealand purchased the warehouse at the end of 2014 and started
the redevelopment in April last year.
The IHC Foundation contributed
$113,100 to the development of
the centre.
Autism New Zealand Chief Executive
Dane Dougan says families want a
place where clinical diagnostic and
support services can be linked, instead
of the fragmented support on offer.
Victoria University of Wellington
already runs its Early Start Denver
Model early intervention clinics from
the centre – this programme is also
funded by the IHC Foundation –
and respite and residential services
provider Spectrum Care is based
there too.
Dane says the plan is that a family
will get a diagnosis at the centre and
then be able to access support and
intervention services. “The goal here
is to have the therapists working
together,” he says.
Some of the therapy rooms have
yet to be tenanted, and Dane says
he envisages that the spaces will be
used for speech/language therapy,
diagnosis and post-diagnosis support,
counselling, and occupational and
behavioural therapy.

“The average age of diagnosis
is six and that is not acceptable.
Early intervention is best.”
Autism New Zealand is based at the
centre, along with its Research and
Advocacy Advisor Larah van der
Meer. Larah is carrying out research
in partnership with New Zealand
and Australian-based colleagues
through the Cooperative Research
Centre for Living with Autism.
Her goal is early identification
and diagnosis of autism and early
support.
Larah has been conducting surveys
among adults with autism, and
carers and health professionals
involved in diagnosis across
the public and private systems,
looking at the age that diagnosis is
occurring and evaluating diagnostic
processes and satisfaction with
the process as well as the support
received after diagnosis.
Her research is designed to show
what is working well and where
the needs are. The aim is for this
research to help inform not only
the development of services within
the Autism Resource Centre but
also autism diagnostic and support
systems across New Zealand.

Hamish has one last job to tick off
There’s something that Hamish
Taverner wants to do before
he completes his five-year term
as Chair of the IHC Rangītikei
Association later this year.
He plans to get ‘house meetings’
up and running in IDEA Services
residences and vocational bases
to give people with intellectual
disabilities the opportunity to discuss
issues that concern them.
“We used to have the meetings years
ago,” Hamish says. “It’s important to
have the input about other things,
about how life is treating you.”
It’s an appropriate note to end with for
Hamish, who has spent the past 25
years working for the self-advocacy
movement in New Zealand. But while
his term as Chair will end after five
years, there’s no suggestion he will be
toning down his advocacy.
Hamish lives in Palmerston North
and has been in the perfect place
to have input into Mana Whaikaha
– the Government’s prototype for
a more flexible way of delivering
support services, which is based in
the MidCentral DHB region. He has
also helped to develop some of the
processes for IHC’s new flexible
support delivery organisation,
Choices NZ.
He was the first person to sign up
to Choices NZ. “Hamish has been
instrumental in helping us determine
what works and what doesn’t,” says
Toni Griffiths, National Manager of
Choices NZ. “He helped us employ his
life coach and trialled some training.”
Hamish is now in the driving seat in
deciding how he uses the flexible
disability support funding he receives.
“He gets a certain budget and he
works out how to spend it. Under
Choices NZ he has a life coach,” Toni
says. Hamish was on the interview
panel that selected Anna Willocks, a
psychology graduate, for the job. “He
works alongside Anna to develop his
skills to further his independence, so
he doesn’t need as much assistance.”

Top self-advocate – Hamish Taverner won the People First New Zealand Leona Gitmans Te Aranga Award for
self-advocacy last year.

Along with his very busy schedule,
Hamish works with Standards and
Monitoring Services on audits and he
meets up with Anna several times a
week, in between art classes and 10pin bowling. Anna and he are working
on his health and fitness, and Anna is
coaching him in how to manage his
budget and assessing whether his
flexible funding will extend to a food
bag, a cleaner or a gardener.
Hamish is the first person with an
intellectual disability to chair an
IHC Association, although there
are signs this is changing with an
increasing number of self-advocates
on Association committees. Eighteen

of IHC’s 34 Associations have selfadvocates participating.
Hamish has long been involved in the
self-advocacy organisation People
First New Zealand – Ngā Tāngata
Tuatahi, the movement that originated
within IHC in the 1980s. He was the
National Chairperson of People First
from 2012 to 2016, and in 2017 won
the Attitude Awards Leadership
category. Last year Hamish won the
People First New Zealand Leona
Gitmans Te Aranga Award for selfadvocacy. Hamish plans to stay on the
IHC Rangītikei Association committee
after he retires as Chair.
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Gabrielle has to wait for the
help she needs
If Gabrielle Jensen had been born closer to a major hospital, her disability may have been discovered
earlier and treatment for her heart defect started sooner.
But Gabrielle was born on a farm
outside Westport – too far away from
the urgent support she needed. She is
a young casualty of what we now call
New Zealand’s ‘postcode lottery’ for
health services.
Gabrielle arrived early in the morning
on 10 April 2013. “She was born at
home. My husband had two minutes
to wake up and catch her,” says Mum
Sheena Jensen.
She was taken to Westport Hospital
and then, because she was struggling
to breathe, on to Greymouth Hospital
before finally being transferred to
Christchurch Hospital that evening.
The Jensens don’t know how many
of Gabrielle’s health issues are due to
the delay in receiving appropriate care
or because she has Down syndrome.
“There was no way of proving it
because she already had delayed
development,” Sheena says. “She was
about a month on oxygen and had a
feeding tube for 16 weeks.”
Some of Gabrielle’s health problems
are resolving. “The hole in her heart
had closed by the time she was three,”
Sheena says. But she struggles with
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language, has grommets in her ears
to help her to hear, and she is on
medication for thyroid problems.
Gabrielle, 7, is the fourth of Ian and
Sheena’s five children. The Jensens
lived for 12 years in Westport before
moving to Reefton two years ago,
where Ian works for dairy farmers Stu
and Jan Moir, who are long-standing
donors to the IHC Calf & Rural
Scheme. The fundraising scheme
encourages people in rural areas
to support people with intellectual
disabillities, like Gabrielle.
If Gabrielle lived closer to a major
centre she would have easier access
to therapy, but in Reefton they are
possibly even more isolated from the
services they need. And so, Gabrielle
has to wait.
“She didn’t have any speech
therapy until she started school,
and physiotherapy stopped at 18
months. It’s the same thing for anyone
living on the Coast. The physio and
occupational therapy is like a year’s
waiting list. The speech therapy
could be more often,” Sheena says.
Gabrielle has speech therapy once a

month at school from a therapist who
covers the whole of the West Coast.
Sheena says Gabrielle seems unable
to say more than 10 words at any one
time. When she learns a new word,
others seem to disappear.
She doesn’t speak in sentences but,
since starting school, she is trying
more often to make sounds.
“She has started signing without
prompting. They get her to sign thank
you at morning teatime,” she says.
“Gabrielle started school full-time last
year, but if the teacher aide is not
there then they ring me up and tell
me not to bring her.” Now Gabrielle’s
teacher aide funding is about to be cut
from full-time to 18 hours a week.
Sheena says Gabrielle’s sister Desiree,
14, and brothers Bailey, 12, and Kane,
10, take good care of her.
“She is the favourite. She gets all
the hugs.” Desiree helps her on and
off the school bus to Reefton Area
School. “All the school kids look after
her, especially all the little girls. They
are like mother hens. The woodwork

Gabrielle Jensen, with Bentley, 3, her younger brother.

teacher made her her own little
wooden chair.”
Sheena says she misses being
around other families who have
children with Down syndrome.
“You can’t talk to other people
about what supports they get.
I never know what to expect.”
But there are compensations in
living in a small town. “I like the
peace and quiet. If you need help
they all help you,” she says. “In a
big town you kind of get lost.”

She is a young
casualty of what
we now call New
Zealand’s ‘postcode
lottery’ for health
services.

Continued from page 3

Tony Shaw comes back to the future
He remains on the IHC Board. He
was appointed an IHC New Zealand
Life Member in 1998.
Tony was invited to join the IHC
South Canterbury Branch committee
nearly 40 years ago. He was a
young, single professional and the
Branch President was keen to have
a younger, independent voice on the
committee.
For his part, Tony, who had recently
arrived in town to work for the
Timaru law firm Timpany Walton, was
keen to get to know local people.
When he joined IHC, it was governed
by a New Zealand Council made
up of the 52 branch presidents.
His local involvement soon moved
up a notch to branch President then

to national governance.
Tony was initially encouraged to join
the IHC Board by Sir Roderick Deane.
At the time the organisation was
pushing for the closure of institutions.
“It was a leader in convincing the
Government to close down the old
institutions. I think IHC can take a
whole lot of credit for that.” Tony is
also proud of the work IHC has done
around education and mainstreaming.
“IHC is seen as a leader in its sectors
and that’s as important today as ever.”
Tony is a consultant and former
partner at Timpany Walton and
is a director of several private
companies. He has broad experience
in community and volunteer
organisations.
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On a recent visit Chris Neale gave his dad Graeme a hand to keep Ashburton tidy.

The handshake said it all
Graeme Neale remembers that
day with pride. Thirty years ago,
he travelled from Balclutha to
Wellington to be presented with
his IHC Calf Scheme Golden
Gumboot Award.
It wasn’t an easy trophy to win. It was
given annually to the Calf Scheme
Coordinator whose area raised the
most money through donated calves.
That year, 1990, Graeme recalls that
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he had been able to sign up around
45 Balclutha farmers to donate 100
calves. In those days there were not
nearly as many dairy units among the
sheep farms. But the Calf Scheme was
going from strength to strength. In the
1992–93 season the scheme brought
in $1 million for the first time.
Graeme puts his success as a
Calf Scheme canvasser down to
persistence and knowing the best
times to find the farmers – in the
milking sheds in the early mornings
and late afternoons. And he is sure

that the days his son Chris went with
him, were days when farmers found it
hard to say no. Chris has autism and
is non-verbal. But he would put out his
hand for the farmers to shake.
“He always used to come with me.
He loved to get out and meet the
people,” Graeme says. “He was nonverbal, but he always got the message
across.” Graeme says it was important
for farmers to know that they were
helping people with disabilities in
their local communities and they
always wanted to be reassured that

the money would be spent locally.
In return they received a pair of
gumboots, the chance to win prizes
and often an invitation to an annual
dinner.
“I was a drainage contractor in South
Otago, so I worked with most of these
farmers. I still know most of those
people now, even though I am in
Ashburton.”
Graeme says he served on the IHC
Clutha Branch Committee for 12 years,
nine of those as President. He was a
Calf Scheme Coordinator for 20 years.
He recalls working with the late Sir
Colin Meads and Mick Murphy in the
early days of the scheme.
Graeme moved to Ashburton to live
near his daughter Polly McKenzie after
his wife Milrea died 11 years ago, and
now at age 80 he still regularly drives
the five hours south to Balclutha to
visit Chris, now 45.

He always used
to come with me.
He loved to get
out and meet the
people. He was
non-verbal, but
he always got the
message across.

Graeme is still proud of his Golden Gumboot trophy.
(Top) Graeme and Chris (right) help get a calf
tagged for IHC.
(Below) Calf Scheme dinner - from left, Keith Brock,
Graeme Neale, Lois Sutherland and Mick Murphy.

On his way he always calls at the small
Merton Cemetery at Seacliff, north of
Dunedin, to pay his respects to Milrea.
Community service runs in the family.
Chris is involved in Meals on Wheels
in Balclutha, and Graeme is one of the
volunteers regularly working to keep
Ashburton free of litter.
And Graeme’s Golden Gumboot
trophy is still on his mantelpiece.
“It’s been sitting there since 1990,”
he says.
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Dame Denise L’Estrange-Corbet and Julia
Young, an artist turned radio DJ, do an
interview on OAR FM Dunedin.

Dame Denise takes on Dunedin
It’s not every day you’re
lucky enough to be visited
by a Dame.
But two fortunate groups of artists
in Dunedin got just that – gaining
valuable inside knowledge from a
legend, Dame Denise L’EstrangeCorbet.
Kicking off the IHC Art Awards 2020
season in style, Dame Denise met
five artists working on their entries at
IDEA Services’ Art Space.
Art Space hosts between 30 and 35
artists with intellectual disabilities.
In recent years Art Space artists have
been successful in the Art Awards,
some reaching the finals and winning
top prizes.
Producing everything from largescale cardboard structures and
spirograph drawings to portraits and
splashes of colour, these artists were
all gunning for a spot in the top three.
Last year’s winner Becky Donovan
was busy working on one of
her signature intricately drawn
pictures, inspired by a magazine
advertisement of a model.
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The artists were all quick to tell Dame
Denise how much they loved art and
attending the art base.
Next stop was a radio interview with
Julia Young, an artist turned radio DJ.
Julia has a slot on OAR FM Dunedin
called The Positivity Show, and Dame
Denise told listeners how she loved
the diversity of art.
“There are so many mediums you can
work in – painting, drawing, sculpture,
rug making, knitting, jewellery design
– there’s so much creativity,” she said.
“Even though, over time, so much
art has been painted and drawn and
worked on, you still come across art
that is unique and so different.”
Studio2 and Margaret Freeman
Gallery were next on the itinerary,
with a large group of talented artists
waiting to greet Dame Denise.
Each artist was given the opportunity
to showcase their portfolio as they
worked on their latest pieces.
“When I first got to meet the artists,
I just fell in love with them and the
work they do and how creative and
lovely they are,” says Dame Denise.

“The most enjoyable thing is, when I
travel the country with IHC and go to
all the different art centres, it’s really
inspirational and wonderful. I’m really
excited to see what’s in store for this
year.”
Dame Denise, co-founder of
internationally acclaimed fashion
house WORLD, has been involved with
the IHC Art Awards since 2009 and
became an Ambassador in 2016.
Returning this year as Art Awards
judges are Otis Frizzell, Boh Runga
and Tim Walker.
Otis Frizzell is an artist who brings
energy, humour and raw talent to all
his work regardless of the medium.
Boh is a celebrated jewellery designer,
with more than 10 years at the helm of
Boh Runga, her jewellery ‘Bohtique’.
Tim Walker is an Auckland-based arts
and culture consultant.
The start of the 2020 IHC Art Awards
has been delayed because of the
disruption to artists and art studios by
COVID-19. The plan is to open entries
on 1 August. This will be a 'contactless'
event with online judging and artworks
sold on Trademe. Unfortunately, there
will be no gala event this year.

Sharing the love – community hui participants work on designs for a revamped Lincoln Park Reserve.

Levin families bring love to a bare park
There isn’t a lot to love
about Lincoln Park Reserve
in Levin, but a group of
families is dreaming big and
plans to transform the small
neighbourhood park into a
proud and safe place for locals.
People attending a community hui in
February to share ideas for a better
space had to abandon the park at
the last minute because of a shooting
in the area, but that didn’t stop 35
people moving to the local library to
discuss – and sketch – their ideas.
The move to make lives better for
Horowhenua families struggling with
disability started by asking the families
what they needed. This community
co-design approach has begun to
have an impact on holiday and afterschool care, on jobs and on facilities
for young people.
IHC launched the project 18 months
ago to explore ways to provide family
support and respite, funded by the
IHC Foundation.
In January last year Horowhenua
IHC Family Whānau Liaison Suzanne
Downes and community co-design
specialist Elizabeth Goodwin of
Connect+Co interviewed families
caring for people with intellectual

disabilities to see where the gaps and
pressure points were.
“We pulled out the insights and then
teased out the broader themes,”
Suzanne says. The result has been
the ‘Levinable’ project. One by one,
the issues raised by families are being
ticked off as people and local groups
and organisations connect to codesign their community.
Suzanne says providing before and
after-school care and school holiday
programmes is critical to giving
families a break and enabling parents
to hold down jobs. She worked with
local childcare organisation Bounce
Out of School Care to boost staff
numbers to offer more places for
children with intellectual disabilities.
Last year Bounce received a grant of
$38,000 from the Zena Elsie Orr Trust
to increase staffing to support more
children with intellectual disabilities.
The trust was formed with a bequest
to IHC from Zena Orr’s sister to
provide respite for families.
Support is happening at an informal
level too as parents support each
other through time-banking. Suzanne
says one mother was struggling to
collect her child from school each day.
Another mother offered to take him
home to her place to play with her
little boy until he could be collected.
In return this woman is now having

her lawns cut by the family she has
helped. “It’s an informal contract,”
Suzanne says. “And they have become
friends.”
Levinable also works through local
organisations to find employment
opportunities for disabled young
people. “We have tapped into what
is provided through the Horowhenua
Learning Centre and the local
Muaūpoko Tribal Authority.”
The latest initiative to redevelop
Lincoln Park Reserve came after
families caring for young disabled
children said they needed
somewhere safe for their children to
play. Horowhenua District Council
proposed the reserve as an ideal spot
and a Council ‘Vibrant Communities’
grant of $4500 has kick-started the
project. The Muaūpoko Tribal Authority
is backing the idea, along with Pasifika
for Tomorrow.
The recent community hui was
facilitated by Robin Christie of
Childspace, a specialist in designing
play spaces for children. Robin is
now collating feedback from the hui
to produce a prototype design for
Lincoln Park Reserve to discuss with
participants.
IHC has four Family-Whānau Liaison
staff working with families throughout
New Zealand, from Northland to
Otago.
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The Nelson team, the only competitors from the South Island in the 2020 Hansa Class National Championships, fielded four sailors with intellectual disabilities.
Each of them had a companion crew member, who was able to instruct them and operate the ropes on the boat, but not control the steering of the boat in any way.

First-time racer takes the trophy
First-time yacht racer Susan
Morris from Northland swapped
the joys of fishing and dolphinwatching to scoop the Ability
Trophy in a recent national
yachting regatta on Wellington
Harbour.
Susan had gone to Wellington ahead
of the regatta for some pre-race
coaching. It paid off for her and also
for second-place winner Matthew
Henderson from Lower Hutt.
Fourteen teams competed for
the Ability Trophy for sailors with
intellectual disabilities or acquired
brain injury, who sailed with a
companion crew.
The Sailability Wellington Trust
hosted the 2020 Hansa Class
National Championships at the end
of February. The regatta was held at
Sailability Wellington’s Seaview base
in Lower Hutt, in association with the
Lowry Bay Yacht Club.
It was the biggest national regatta so
far with 60 sailors from around the
country and Australia participating
in the Championships, which
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also included the Blind National
Championships.
The IHC Foundation contributed
$10,000 to two pre-race coaching
sessions. Fourteen Sailability coaches
from throughout New Zealand took
part in a two-day ‘coach the coaches’
session run by Tim Coltman of Sport
New Zealand. The second session of
pre-race training for sailors was led by
World Sailing accredited coach John
Sanderson of Sydney. It attracted 18
sailors, of whom 16 were people with
intellectual disabilities.
Sailability is an international
programme providing sailing
opportunities for people with
disabilities. While some sailors are
capable of sailing solo or singlehandedly, others need support in the
form of an additional crew member,
who may also have a disability or be
able-bodied. Competitors raced in two
classes of boat – HANSA 303s and
Liberties.
“My 303 sailor and skipper Susan
Morris was stunned by what
happened, as that was her first yacht
race ever,” says Chris Sharp, who
crewed with the Ability Trophy winner.
“She has been sailing with me for

Ability Trophy winner Susan Morris receives
her trophy from MP Chris Bishop (left) and Don
Manning from Sailability Wellington.

very non-competitive experiences.
We often catch fish while we sail and
play with the dolphins. It couldn’t get
further away from racing, but with a bit
of excellent coaching, this result really
stumped her.”
Sailability Wellington spokesman
Don Manning was thrilled with the
sailors’ achievements. “The speed of
the people with intellectual disabilities
getting around the course was no
different than any of the others,” he says.
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So proud – (from left) Kane Palmer, Rodney Bond and Michael Wallburton try their new walk-in shower for size.

Flatmates offer tours
of the littlest room
If you pay a visit to 33 Trinity
Avenue, Lower Hutt, don’t be
surprised if you’re invited to see
the bathroom.
That’s because the house – home to four
people supported by IDEA Services –
has recently been given a sparkling new
bathroom makeover.
“The flatmates are so happy with it,” says
Isa Ese, IDEA Services Hutt Valley Service
Manager. “They keep saying, ‘Do you
want to see the new bathroom? It’s so
beautiful.’ I see it every time I visit.”
The old bathroom, which contained a
basin, bath, shower and toilet, had been
in use for at least 10 years, and needed
some attention.
Andrew Hemsley, Accessible Properties
Property Manager Central, knew as soon
as he saw it that the bathroom needed to
be given priority.

“We didn’t mess around, we started
looking for the right contractor straight
away,” Andrew says.
“It’s not just about price, it’s about finding
the right people who will understand and
work in with the residents of the property.”
Andrew engaged Key Commercial
Interiors to do the work and the result
is a bathroom that should last at least
15 years.
It’s been refitted as a ‘wet room’ with no
steps, making it safe and easy to clean.
“It’s all about providing environments
that are fit for purpose for the people we
support,” Andrew says.
In mid-2019 Accessible Properties had
89 projects planned for IDEA Services
residences throughout the country. Most
of these are house alterations. By the end
of 2019, 20 projects had been completed,
48 were on track and 17 were under
consideration.
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WHEN TIMES ARE TOUGH,
THEY’RE TOUGHEST ON
THE MOST VULNERABLE
You can help us provide support for people with
intellectual disabilities throughout New Zealand.
PLEASE DONATE NOW AT

ihc.org.nz/emergency

